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INTRODUCTION 

 
In recent years, we have seen a major turning point in the development of Space exploration                
capabilities. We are in a era in which the emerging new technologies, together with major               
changes in the policies that accompany their evolution, as well as public-private partnerships,             
collaboration, and competition, are making the impossible: what we conceived as science fiction             
just a few years ago, is now becoming a reality. Some private companies, like Virgin Galactic ,                1

have already sold out tickets for suborbital spaceflight; SpaceX has just announced the first              2

tourist that will fly to the Moon, and even sent a sports car to wander in interplanetary space. In                   
addition, Government Space agencies are achieving great milestones in this NewSpace race,            
with JAXA , for example, recently landing the first pair of hopping robots on a nearby asteroid,                3

Ryugu, to study its surface. Earlier, in 2014 ESA , flying the Rosetta spacecraft, was              4

successfully reaching comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko after a ten years pursuit, helping the           
scientists discovering the real dynamics of a comet. All these advances, and human inherent              
hunger for adventure, colonization, and exploration is pushing forward the development of the             
space sector in an exponential way, envisioning a near future with settlements on the Moon and                
Mars. For this dream to come true, and establishing permanent presence in space, in-situ              
exploration, identification, and prospecting of space resources is paramount to sustain human            
activities. Mining water for, example, will be essential for life-support systems, and can also be               
splitted and used as rocket propellent. If carbon is found in water-ice, as its believed to exist, it                  
can be transformed into plastics that can be used to protect against radiation, and other               
minerals can be targeted with the goal of construction. 
 
In this framework, NASA most imminent plan is a return to the Moon, as a “test bed” to gain                   
experience to develop future infrastructures at more distant destinations. Different exploration,           
science, and technology goals have been established in collaboration with commercial partners            
and international space agencies. Most of those objectives are rooted in ideas developed for the               
Resource Prospector mission concept, but now focusing on researching more extended           5

regions than originally planned, in preparation to find resources and build an infrastructure             
before sending humans. This expedition for resources begins on the Moon, with the exploration              
of Permanent Shadow Regions (PSR) where water is believed to be present very close to the                
surface in ice state. 
 
Such an endeavor is extremely challenging, and current missions based on human            
teleoperations of a single robot could be significantly improved and optimized through the use of               
multi-agent collaborative systems and assistive AI for mission control. Multiple rovers will            

1 https://www.virgingalactic.com/ 
2 https://www.spacex.com/ 
3 http://global.jaxa.jp/ 
4 https://www.esa.int 
5 https://www.nasa.gov/resource-prospector 
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provide numerous benefits for missions in terms of increased data retrieval, larger exploration             
area coverage, and increased return on mission investment. Multi-agent system solutions will            
also address many of the very specific requirements and needs that our Space Resources team               
has discussed with industry and institutional stakeholders.  
 
Whereas multi-agents systems would be tremendously advantageous for space exploration, this           
approach presents many challenges, including adding cognitive load to the actors involved in             
mission control, that are already challenged in decision-making and mission-planning when           
considering the remote operations of a single robot. The decision-making process is particularly             
complex in high-risk space missions, since multiple features need to be taken into account,              
including the interaction of the different agents. 
  
Finding an appropriate solution to the multivariable scenario for resource-prospecting is           
essential for future mission planning, and studying and establishing simplified but robust            
models on which future decision-making process could be based is key. This work presents a               
recommender-system based on cooperative multi-robot scenarios using an AI path planning           
generator for Lunar resource prospecting. It aims to reduce the operational cost, enhance the              
scientific return of the mission, increase mission performance, and improve the mission            
reliability.  
 
 

CONCEPT 

 
Machine intelligence is seen as critical to the development of future space operations. While the               
role of autonomy in space exploration spans a broad range of use-cases and techniques, full               
scale adoption of autonomous systems has not yet been achieved. Validation and transparency             
of intelligence techniques remains critical to full adoption of autonomous robotics systems.            
Significant hurdles remain not only in the technological development of machine intelligence, but             
also in constraining mission costs, evaluating feasibility and bringing together the requisite            
mission components to carry out a multi-faceted operation. The possibility of improving mission             
efficacy by autonomously coordinating robots motivates research into mission planning          
strategies for multi-agent systems.  
 
This technical memorandum describes an integrated approach that was developed during           
NASA Frontier Development Lab 2018 (FDL 2018) program, as one of the challenges to support               
future resource prospecting missions to the Moon and beyond. The solution provides a set of               
best-route-recommendations based on the Moon conditions/environment and operatorational        
restrictions. Two approaches were implemented: the first, provides a set of paths based on the               
start and ending points of the route, and variables associated to the location of the remote-robot                
(shadows, communication capabilities, and terrain slope). The second type, provides a set of             
alternative routes based on the opportunistic visit of scientific points of interest along the              
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traversal path between the start and ending points. In both cases, the path planning optimization               
was done using the A* algorithm on a navigation graph weighted by map and environment               
information. 
 

METHODOLOGY 

 
In this project a cooperative multi-robot AI path planning system for Lunar resource prospecting              
was developed. The work was focused on two overarching goals. First, the development of cost               
maps given the Moon environmental characteristics of different temporal dynamicity (terrain           
slope, communication strengths, and shadows), mission-control capabilities, and operator         
feedback. Second, a path planning optimization tool for three case scenarios. In the most              
simplified of them, the route between the original position of the rover and the              
scientific-location-of-interest is optimized. The path is calculated based on the costmaps           
information and using the A* algorithm. In a more complex scenario, the capability of visiting               
intermediate points-of-interest situated along the previously defined path was implemented, and           
based on mission specifications, limitations, and the rover intrinsic characteristics. Finally, the            
most sophisticated analysis optimizes the route between predefined initial and final locations, in             
an scenario of  dynamic multi-robot multi-role cooperation. 
 

Multi-Agent Architecture 

As stated previously, a multi-agents system can significantly expand the capabilities of high-risk             
space missions for exploration and resource prospecting. Their coordination and mission           
control, however, presents many challenges [20]. The agents lack full-autonomy, and in most of              
the cases the vehicles are still remotely controlled by human operators on Earth. This proposal               
presents a new multi-agents strategy to improve the degree of autonomy in future missions.  
 
The multi-agent system is composed of a lander, a science rover and a relay rover. A lander, is                  
a spacecraft vehicle capable to land on the Moon. This vehicle can be designed to perform                
different roles during a mission, from transporting different types of payloads, to providing             
mission support and communication capabilities. A rover, is a space exploration vehicle            
designed to move on the surface of celestial bodies; its complexity and hardware vary              
depending on the mission goals and specifications. The scientific robot will be considered with              
limited communication capabilities, but equipped with exploring abilities and tools. The relay            
rover is assumed to have enhanced communications features, as extended transmission range,            
but with limited prospecting features compared to the scientific rover. 
 
The multi-agent formation proposed here is based on a cooperative strategy to provide             
extended communications. The two possible scenarios studied here are described in the            
following subsections. 
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Lander + Scientific Rover + Relay Rover 

The lander spacecraft lands on the Moon and release two different rovers: a scientific and relay                
rover. The scientific one gathers and provides scientific information during the mission. The             
relay rover, provides extended communications range between the lander and the scientific            
rover and performs secondary scientific missions.  
 

Lander + Scientific Rover + Scientific Rover  
The lander spacecraft lands on the Moon and release two rovers with the same features. In this                 
case the range of communications would be limited and they should be conservative,             
performing the mission tasks within the lander communications range, or using one of the              
scientific rovers as a more limited link device to the lander. 
 

Costmaps Fusion 

A costmap is a data structure in grid form in which each cell is assigned values associated with                  
the environment. The values, called cost, determine the distance to an obstacle or, more              
generally, the penalty to traverse that cell. The values used in the costmaps will influence the                
path planning strategies, and will reflect mission priorities and operational restrictions. 
 
To generate the costmaps for route planning optimization, a fusion process was implemented to              
generate a monolithic costmap [19] where the different layers were fused [21]. The cost maps               
were built using linear and non-linear combinations. Terrain-slope, shadows, and          
communication maps were used in our approach. Their description fallows in the next             
subsections.  
 

Lunar Models and Slope Map 

The moon surface was modeled using a 3D open source creation suite called Blender [8]. The                
animation, simulation, and rendering were modeled from real Lunar surface information, and            
realistic communication scenarios. For instance, some images from the Lunar Orbiter Laser            
Altimeter that is onboard of the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter were used. In our case, the focus                
was on data from the crater Hermite A located on the Moon’s North Pole, given its use as the                   
tentative operational location for the Resource Prospector mission. Moon Trek was used to             
access publicly available data [11]. Using Digital Elevation Models (DEM) provided by the             
previously mentioned satellite imagery, slope maps that approximately resemble the topological           
surface of the moon can be simulated (e.g., Figure 1a,b). 
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The terrain-slope map represents the terrain inclination at each location. In the grayscale             
representation, black corresponds to flat surfaces, dark gray to shallow slopes, as light gray to               
moderate slopes, and white to steep slopes (e.g. Figure 1a). 
 

 
Figure 1a. Terrain slope representing terrain inclinaison at each pixel 

 

 
Figure 1b. Moon surface digital elevation model DEM (left) and a generated view in Blender from this 

DEM (right). 
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Shadow Map 

Due to the Moon’s orbit and axis orientation, some places on the Moon never receive direct                
sunlight. Areas where no direct sunlight reaches are referred to as Permanently Shadowed             
Regions (PSR), and they are predominantly located at the lunar poles. On some other regions               
of the lunar surface, the shadow patterns can vary over time. This can be detrimental to a                 
rover’s hardware because of the extreme variations in temperature between shadowed and            
sun-exposed regions (temperatures as low as -250°C have been measured). In addition, solar             
powered rovers require consistent exposure to the Sun for battery recharge. Therefore,            
modeling the shadow patterns is critical to assure a good performance and survival of the rover                
during the mission. Shadow maps were generated and weighted to avoid as much as possible               
shadowed regions. They represent the degree of illumination on the Lunar surface at a given               
location and time (e.g. Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2. Shadow shapes on Moon surface greatly change with respect to moon-sun angle, here shown 

at beginning (left) and middle (right) of the moon cycle. Brighter areas are those with exposure to the sun, 
while the darker areas are occluded by terrain into darkness. 

 

Communications Map 

Rover communication with Earth is required to control, monitor, and gather information during             
the rover mission. However, given hardware constraints and autonomy limitations in current            
rover systems, a scenario of direct communication is not feasible. One alternative could be              
based on improved hardware mechanisms deployed on a rover, and that could actually provide              
direct communication to Earth. Another could be indirect communications methods that would            
use the lander as a centralized intermediary to send information to Earth. In general, this               
alternative has been analyzed under the assumption of perfect communications between the            
rover and the lander [12]. In real scenarios, however, communications are not perfect, and are               
subject to distance-dependent models, the Moon topography, and other factors that can weaken             
or hinder them when sending information to the lander. These complications would challenge             
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severly the exploration of areas of scientific interest, and a relay rover would be needed to                
maintain permanent communication between the scientific rover and the lander. 
 
To have continuous connectivity using the indirect scenario described above, the configuration            
and operation of the rovers (science and relay) can be set in two different ways. On one, the                  
system guides the relay rover to a position where the scientific rover can perform the               
prospecting mission without losing communications with the lander. For example, the scientific            
rover visits a PSR, or crater, while the relay rover maintains its close position but localizes itself                 
outside the conflictive areas, facilitating the communication to the lander. In another            
configuration, the system takes into account the elevation of the terrain and selects a specific               
position where the communications are maximized, guiding after the relay rover to that specific              
location. For example, the position of the relay rover is set from the global/local maxima on the                 
DEM.  
 
In addition to the Moon environmental constraints, rover and lander communication restrictions            
are considered, set by the antenna (transmitter) intrinsic features [13]. The parameters used in              
the analysis set and describe the transmitter size and the transmitter power, which define an               
area of coverage for each rover. Figure 3 shows three different cases, where the location of the                 
robots essentially determines the transmission capabilities: a rover in a PSR (top left), a rover in                
a random position (bottom right), and the lander (center). The communications map (e.g. Figure              
3) represents the coverage and the strength of the transmission, that will fluctuate along the               
terrain depending on the environment conditions, and which weight on the cost maps was              
constrained and modelled as a function of the terrain slope.  
 

 
Figure 3. Communications model generated in Blender (ray tracing) showing rover or lander 

communication regions. Communication cost maps generated from this image contain values analogous 
to the image’s grayscale values. The scale from black and white regions equates to a scale of worst to 

best communication coverage. 
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Point of Interest 

The definition of points-of-interest for prospecting was associated with the presence of water             
and the predicted thermal stability of ice with respect to the depth on the Lunar surface.                
Resource Target Regions (RTRs) are defined in [10] as: dry regions, these locations present              
temperatures too warm for ice to be stable; deep regions, these regions are expected to have a                 
stable layer of ice in a location between 50-100 cm from the surface; shallow regions, ice is                 
expected to be stable within 50 cm from Moon surface; surface regions, ice is expected to be                 
stable at the surface along the time (ie., within PSR locations). 
 

Opportunistic Path-planning 

The opportunistic path planning calculator is generated in two steps. The first step selects and               
manages a large state-action space for multiple agents using a brute-force traveling salesman             
[14] solver. The second step uses the A* algorithm for establishing the best traversable route               
between 2 or n points of interest. In order to solve communication problems arising from               
distances between agents that appear when a path planning is calculated with coupled agents,              
a version of the Distributed Path Consensus (DPC) [5] algorithm was created. 
 

MARMOT 

 
In this project, the Multi-Agent Resource Mission Operations Tool (MARMOT) is developed.            
MARMOT capabilities include the ability to define the best set of trajectories to enhance mission               
performance, exploration and/or prospecting. Along with MARMOT, supporting packages were          
developed as its base. Graphery and Mapstery are open source stand-alone packages that             6 7

perform general network graphing and cost map generation, respectively. The aim of these             
packages was broad generalizability and extensibility with other open-source packages such as            
QGIS [9]. Doing this allows other users that would like to utilize similar approaches for their own                 
mission planning endeavors. 
 

6 https://gitlab.com/frontierdevelopmentlab/space-resources/graphery 
7 https://gitlab.com/frontierdevelopmentlab/space-resources/mapstery 
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Figure 4. Layout of data pipeline and algorithm structure.  

 
 
The first step in the process, as shown in Figure 4, is to define the mission-operation time                 
window (date and length). With this information, shadows maps are generated, and added to              
the slope and communication maps. Figure 5 presents how a DEM is used to make the slope,                 
shadow, and communication maps discussed earlier. Operator specifications, mission         
characteristics and limitations are also taken into account, and determine a set of priority              
weights for each map. This information convenes the mission objectives, preferences, and            
limitations that favor different path planning strategies. For instance, if shadowed regions along             
the traversal want to be specifically avoided, a lower weight is applied to the shadow maps with                 
respect the other two maps. Once the weights are defined, and included in the costmaps, the                
system selects points of interest (POIs) and merges them with this newly “restricted” costmap.              
Finally, MARMOT uses the composite map to generate a set of suggested trajectories from its               
built-in path-planning algorithms. 
 
The modified costmap is written as a linear combination of individual maps, 
 

  ,ostmap α  β  γC =  ·M shadows +  ·M slope +  ·M comm  
 

where 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 are user-defined weights and Mshadows, Mslope, and Mcomm are the respective                
generated cost maps to which the weights are associated. The sum of the weighted individual               
cost maps form the total cost map used by MARMOT for the computation of trajectory               
proposals. 
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Figure 5. Using a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (viewed in Blender on the left), multiple cost maps can 

be generated. 
 

Software Implemented 
The full project was released as open source in the FDL Gitlab repository. There are four main                 
components developed in python using standard libraries (gdal from OSGeo [15], NetworkX            
[16], opencv [17], and numpy [18]). An overview of MARMOT’s overall structure and             
components is provided in Figure 6. 
 
 

 
Figure 6. MARMOT: Mission Operations and Data Visualization, Mapstery: Map fusion and cost map 

generation, Graphery: Graph generation and path planning (A*) 
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ALGORITHM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 
To illustrate our algorithms capabilities, an initial design of scenario missions was used             
comprising a team of three agents: a lander, a scientific rover, and a relay rover, which are                 
shown in figures 7-9 with modified mission objectives. Mission control assigns a new goal for the                
scientific rover located in a PSR region. That region is placed in a crater, thus, once the rover                  
arrives there, it is not possible to establish direct communication with the lander. Therefore, the               
relay rover has to travel to a point near the crater where it is possible to establish a link between                    
lander and the scientific rover.  
 

Figure 7 presents an example where the final costmap presents three different alpha values.              
The final costmap favours to avoid shadow regions. The path planning generated in this case is                
a straightforward solution using A* and avoiding dark regions. 
 

 
Figure 7. Case 1. Relay rover extends lander communication along the crater border while science rover 
explores a point-of-interest in a crater without communications to the lander. A fused cost map is used for 

trajectory calculation. 
 
 
Figure 8 presents the same example, in this case also prioritizes avoiding the shadows but with                
less weighting. The path planning generated in this case is an opportunistic solution where              
using the rovers in the same scenario (start and end locations) the system adds the visit of                 
intermediate points-of-interest. This example uses the A* algorithm for route calculation           
between waypoints. 
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Figure 8. Case 2. The rovers goals are the same than in Case 1 (figure 7.). A set of traversable 

point-of-interest are suggested for extending the prospecting mission. 
 

 
Figure 9. An example output from MARMOT; a relay rover (green path) visits opportunity points (green 
diamonds) and enters into communication range (yellow clustered regions) of the science rover (blue 

path). In this mission scenario the science and relay rover have the same average velocity; the relay rover 
reaches its final position before the science rover. 
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Waypoint Selection from Lists of Potential Candidates 

For a given mission on the Lunar surface, there can be many points of interest, but very limited                  
operation time for a single rover. As such, it is necessary to select a subset of those POIs that                   
can be visited within mission constraints. Here we developed a simple input format and an               
algorithm to propose a visit order of waypoints for a subset of the POIs given. The input format                  
for these POIs is a list of lists, where each list, referred to below as a coordinate-list, contains                  
coordinates of equal visit importance; the algorithm will select one coordinate from each             
coordinate-list based on the total distance traversed. 
 
For example, a science mission may be interested in surveying the ice stability depth on the                
Lunar surface. Since the there are a wide range of potential depths for a rover to sample, a                  
priority needs to be set for which types of ice stability depths must be visited. In this case a                   
single coordinate-list would be a list of coordinates of ice stability depths that are of equal visit                 
importance. The next coordinate-list would be another set of equal visit importance depths, and              
so on. The algorithm then returns a visit path through one coordinate in each ice stability depth                 
list that minimizes the distance function.  
 

The main algorithm used for waypoint selection takes as input a distance function and a list of                 
coordinate-lists, where the rover’s path must visit one coordinate from each coordinate-list. The             
algorithm returns the path which minimizes the distance function, visiting only one coordinate             
from each coordinate-list along the way. This amounts to taking the permutations of the visit               
order among coordinate-lists, then for each proposed visit order, choosing the coordinates from             
each list that produces the smallest distance. Variants of the same algorithm are used to fix the                 
start or end points. For expediency, a Euclidean distance function was used; A* search is also                
used to yield a more accurate distance calculation, where cost-map fusion adds additional path              
constraints. 
 
In the limit that each input coordinate-list has only one coordinate, this reduces to the traveling                
salesman problem, returning the order of visits that minimizes the distance function. In the limit               
that there is only one coordinate-list with multiple coordinates, the algorithm returns a path that               
travels through one coordinate from the list, choosing the coordinate that minimizes the distance              
function.  
 

Communications Coverage 

The communication tools from the package Mapstery generates a communication coverage           
map for a rover. This is done by calling a Blender script that produces a 3D environment with a                   
point-source projected over the terrain, given the source-height and the three-dimensional           
coordinates of the transmitter. Once the intensity map of the point-source is produced, points              
with intensity above a communication threshold can be sampled for their proximity to points of               
interest as potential relay communication points. 
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Figure 10. To elaborate more upon MARMOT’s functionality using an example mission scenario: a 

science rover plans a path (upward triangles) to explore a shadowed region with limited communication 
line of sight. Another rover plans a path (downward triangles) to visit two points of interest (stars) before 
making a rendezvous into communications range (small clustered pixels) simultaneously with the first 

rover. 

Path Proposals within a Time Interval 
Planning tools were developed on top of the above functions to build sets of candidate paths                
that visit points of interest and arrive at the final position within a specified time interval, given a                  
set of coordinates of interest, rover parameters and initial and final positions. A candidate path’s               
duration is calculated given the path length and rover average velocity. This algorithm was used               
in the example (figure 10.) in which the rover visits multiple points of interest within the set                 
time-interval, before a communication rendezvous with the second rover. 
 

DPC Algorithm 
In an effort to extend the mission planning capabilities of MARMOT, more modern search              
algorithms were employed. Distributed Path Consensus (DPC), and it’s extension Distributed           
Path Consensus with Tasks (DPCT) is an algorithm that optimizes every agent’s search path by               
applying soft constraints iteratively on their respective paths that satisfy some multi-agent            
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constraint. The iterative process functions as a corrective penalty or reward based on a              
user-defined cost function that is added to the heuristic function used in an A* search. For                
example, maintaining communication is critical in successful multi-agent mission planning          
scenarios. A user-defined DPC cost function, which can be mission specific, in this case could               
be a distance function between a pair of agents, whereby the output of the said function,                
whether positive or negative, will impact the modification of the original path during that iteration.               
An incremental weight is applied to the user-defined DPC cost function that increases every              
step to improve the efficacy of the cost function. At each iterative step, a modified path is                 
computed using this combination of our cost map, the user-defined DPC cost function, and the               
heuristic function by means of A* search. This process continues until every possible pair of               
agents have a minimal overall cost penalty applied to their respective path. 
 
This algorithm has been applied to our work with a separate aim of minimizing and keeping a                 
consistent distance between two agents. The cost function used was a 50 meter constant              
communication constraint where each agent must maintain about a 50 meter distance between             
themselves. Each path was modified enough to keep the communication constraints and            
respect the terrain’s cost map values. The results shown in Figure 11 are the first and last                 
iteration using the DPC algorithm. 
 
 

 
Figure 11. DPCT Applied to Static and Dynamic Agents. Applying soft penalty constraints allow paths 

generation/modification that maintain constant communication between a science and relay rover as the 
proceed to different tasks. 
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CONCLUSION  
MARMOT provides an automation tool to plan multi-agent operations in space exploration and             
prospecting missions. It has the capability to adjust to different operator requirements and to              
individual mission objective characteristics. The combined use of costmap fusion, multi-agent           
soft constraints, and waypoint prioritization, offer a transparent set of tools for multi-agent             
mission planning on the 3D simulated surfaces.  

In addition, MARMOT was created as an open-source groundwork to help develop future             
cooperative, multi-agent systems mission operations. Further development can encourage         
research into other artificial intelligence techniques which may offer similar levels of            
transparency and control on the planning constraints. Future work will expand upon the current              
capabilities of MARMOT as well as generalizability with numerous mission scenarios that public             
and private ventures may seek to investigate. 
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